I Am Artist Workbook Answers, Ideas & Explorations /
Brain Teaser Answers /
•
•
•
•

What is 16 divided by 3? 5 and 1/3
What animal is on the front label of “Elmerʼs glue”? bull
We landed on the moon in the year 1969.
What are the 3 primary colors? blue, red, yellow

•
•
•
•
•

“You want the truth? You canʼt handle the truth!” - A Few Good Men
Which original Crayola crayon package doesnʼt exist? c. 100 pack
Which note is this? B, then A
Which stands for treble clef? symbol on left
What is Rodinʼs “thinker”, thinking about? Which items to put on his pizza

• 214 × 78 = 16,692
• Would you rather lose your ability to see or your ability to hear? (no right
answer)
• The capital of Nebraska is Lincoln.
• Which states start with the letter “m”? Massachusetts, Michigan, Minnesota,
Mississippi, Missouri, Montana
• On the periodic table of elements, the number 8 stands for the element oxygen.
• What is the air speed velocity of an unladen swallow? Well, that depends. Is it
an african or european swallow?
• When you flush the toilet in the australia, does the water evacuate in a
clockwise or counterclockwise direction? counterclockwise
• What are the first 4 words to “jingle bells”? “Dashing through the snow”
• One-half of one-forth = 1/8
• “Itʼs the end of the world as we know it and i feel fine.” - R.E.M.
• Who was the 4th President of the United States of America? James Madison Jr.
• The US state that consumes the most spam is Hawaii.
• What is the main language spoken in Brazil? Portuguese
• In the movie, “The Christmas Story”, what was the one gift Ralphie wanted for
Christmas? Red Rider BB gun
• The velocity of gravity is 9.8 m/s squared.

Haiku Help /
I am a great critic.
If you dance freely. I will judge you.
Have a fun time.
Writing haiku is hard
Especially when sidetracked.
Look! Is that a squirrel?
Life is my only art.
Sometimes I paint. sometimes I
sit quiet and wait.
Speaking is my art
Organizing thoughts to set free.
The journey starts now.
Not sure I agree.
Merit, pretension, and titles.
Donʼt be. Just do.

Erikʼs Personal Movie Script /
The title of my movie is Kolor Kitties. I, Crayon-Man (played by Leonardo
DiCaprio), face off against agent saber tooth, played by the super-skinny version
of Al Pacino. Agent Saber Tooth runs a giant, foul company called ʻSaber Tooth
Kitten Killers, Inc.ʼ. He has a factory filled with robot-workers who are forced to
drink bad coffee and have four-hour powerpoint meetings. My sidekick is my wife,
Tasha, played by Gwyneth Paltrow. Sheʼs the “Q” to my James Bond.
Before each mission, she sneaks in my supplies, arranges my travel plans (I
prefer teleportation), and figures out how to trick Agent Saber Tooth into allowing
all of the robot-workers to gather into a single room. Then I drop down from the
ceiling, shout through my voice modulator and spray everyone with nano-paint
that I shoot from color-canons. As the paint hits their robot skin, it downloads
delicate bytes of intellectual breakthroughs that fills their brains until they
eventually explode. Then kittens climb out of their heads, rally together and
chase Agent Saber Tooth into a deep dark lair where heʼll begin scheming his
next attack. Another victory for crayon-man.
The kittens are now free to dream of new opportunities, drink decent coffee (with
whole milk) and play with balls of aluminum foil (because, letʼs face it, kittens
never play with the toys you actually buy for them).

